Burn 100S Countervail

**String Pattern**
18 Mains x 16 Crosses

**String Length**
One 37" (11.0 m) length (ss: 10") or 20' (6.1 m) mains and 17' (5.2 m) crosses. Start mains at head. Mains skip 8H, 10H and 9T. Tie off mains at 6T. Shared holes 7T and 8T.

If one-piece stringing: Start X’s at 8T. Tie off X’s at 6H.
If two-piece stringing: Start X’s at 8H. Tie off X’s at 9T, 6H.

Recommended String Tension
50 - 60 lbs. (23 - 27 kgs.)